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A B S T R A C T

Worldwide, about 35.7 million people were estimated to be affected
by dementia in 2010. One way to treat dementia is by exercising, but
human trainers are few and expensive. Robots can be mass produced
and work at anytime of the day. This report describes research done
for developing a robot exercise coach intended for treating dementia.

Three main problems for people with dementia were identified:
memory, attention and motivation. By using computer vision the
robot can help count repetitions, grade exercise correctness and make
sure that the user is still paying attention. The Kinect was used for
skeleton tracking to count repetitions and provide video.

For motivation, motivational models and flow theory were used to
design the users interaction with the robot and make it more enjoy-
able and engaging. Feedback was believed to be an important part
of this interaction. To provide extra feedback skeleton tracking was
turned into the robot mimicking the user. To test which combination
of feedback and interaction was most enjoyable, a user study was
done.

The user study consisted of 11 subjects, each interacting with three
different systems, each system with varying levels of feedback. After
interacting, the subject filled out a survey and had an interview.

The results from the user study showed evidence that repetition
counting and exercise correctness feedback but no mimicking is the
most enjoyable. With a statistically significant difference in regards
to repetition counting at the 0.05 level. Younger people found the
mimicking enjoyable but still preferred the system without it, and
older people found it confusing.

In future systems like this, repetition counting and exercise correct-
ness feedback should be seen as important parts of the interaction.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Physical exercise has been shown to have positive effects on people
with dementia, which can include increased cognitive and physical
function [2] [3]. However, the patient in question needs to be doing
the correct exercise and doing it properly. This report describes the
design, research and implementation of a robotic exercise coach for
people with dementia. The robot will help the patients exercise by
doing the exercises with them as a human trainer would, as well as
correcting and motivating them to do the exercises properly. Figure 1

shows the setup for this.

Figure 1: Setup for the proposed system.

The novelty of this project is found in the design and development
of a robot exercise coach system for people with dementia. Very little
has been done in regards to letting a robot lead people with demen-
tia through exercise. There are some existing robots, but they need
to be controlled either by the user or by another person. This project
aims to propose a new way of going about this by creating a multi-
modal solution, e.g. by combining exercise and attention tracking and
giving feedback on how well the user is doing. Resulting in a more
autonomous system.

1
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2 introduction

1.1 background

According to the Alzheimer’s Association a person needs to be im-
paired in at least two of the following areas to be considered to have
dementia:

• Memory

• Communication and language

• Ability to focus and pay attention

• Reasoning and judgment

• Visual perception

People affected by these symptoms might benefit from a robot
trainer because a robot can be made available much more often than a
human trainer, e.g during night or weekends. A human trainer might
get tired, bored or frustrated by doing the same exercise or having a
patient that does not follow or pay attention. A robot, on the other
hand, can perform the same exercise over and over effortlessly. Fur-
thermore, human trainers are few and expensive, and with an ag-
ing population the need will increase. Robots can be mass produced
and their knowledge can be transferred easily between them, possi-
bly making it less expensive using a robot compared to human train-
ers. Their exercise program, emergency settings, personality, look and
much more can be updated in a way not possible for human trainers.
Finally, in case of an emergency, a robot may react and act faster than
a human. Since people with dementia can get confused and aggres-
sive, it is also safer to use a robot compared to a human as a trainer.

1.2 scope

The scope of the project is here defined as two lists, one list of goals
which the project should have reached at the end of the course and
one list of stretch goals, which are additional goals to work towards
if there is enough time.

Main goals of the project:

• Design and implementing the Baxter Robot (further described
in section Theory) to use as a physical therapy instructor for
people with dementia.

• Classification to detect exercise vs non-exercise.

• Detection of repetitions for a given exercise.

• Detection of interruptions. (e.g person slowing down, stopping
or lost attention)
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1.3 problem definition 3

Stretch goals of the project:

• Development of a motivation model for robots.

• Let robot coach lead an exercise class at Halmstad University
gym.

1.3 problem definition

This project focused on three identified main problems that people
with dementia may have, from the list above:

1. Memory

2. Attention

3. Motivation (as part of reasoning and judgment)

In Figure 2, a diagram showing what kind of problems we believe
may occur when people with dementia exercises is shown. The di-
agram shows that memory problems can affect both remembering
the number of repetitions done and the total number of repetitions
needed. The person may also forget what the exercises looks like or
even which exercise they are supposed to do.

Figure 2: Memory problems that people with dementia may have when ex-
ercising.

The problems we believe may occur from loss of focus and attention
are shown in Figure 3. The diagram shows some possible situations
that a person with dementia may be in during an exercise session,
such as looking at something else, leaving or closing their eyes.
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4 introduction

Figure 3: Attention problems that people with dementia may have when
exercising.

We believe that a person with dementia may have trouble with
motivation for exercising, and that this leads to some problems. These
problems are illustrated in Figure 4. We believe that if a person is not
motivated to do the exercise, they may be agitated, be passive or do
the exercises in a bad way.

Figure 4: Motivational problems that people with dementia may have when
exercising.

The aim of this project is to try to design a system that can help
people with dementia with exercising. Symptoms of dementia and
motivational models should be researched in order to develop a sys-
tem that can make a difference.

The robot should be able to tell when its user is exercising, without
relying on a human to inform it. If the robot can understand what the
human is doing, it can recognize if the person is doing the exercise or
if there is an interruption. The system needs to be able to count the
number of exercises done, so it knows how much longer the exercise
should continue.
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1.4 limitations 5

The robot should show the users what the exercises looks like, and
be able to help them do the exercises correctly. A performed exercise
should be compared to how much it match the actual exercise. This
information can be used as feedback, to motivate the user.

These problems can be solved using sensors that help the robot per-
ceive its surroundings. Different approaches to solve this should be
researched, such as computer vision and different machine learning
techniques.

1.4 limitations

The project will be limited to looking addressing the problems for
people with dementia. Furthermore, the focus will be mainly com-
puter vision and machine learning and not so much other sensors
available.

There will also not be any trials with actual people with dementia.
This project is supposed to be seen as prototyping work for eventual
trials in the future. This is because right now there are no systems
performing this kind of task available so someone has to take the first
step.

1.5 management methodology

Agile and Scrum will be used to keep the project on track. This means
that short-term goals will be set to allow for a flexible workflow and
frequent opportunities to change the plan. This along with weekly or
bi-weekly meetings with the supervisor is assumed to be enough to
not fall behind. The project will use Trello, an online management
platform, to keep track of the work. The Scrum methodology and
Trello are described in further detail in Chapter 3, Method.

1.6 outline

Chapter 2 describes the background of the project and the theory
behind relevant subjects. Chapter 3 describes the methods used in
the project. In Chapter 4 the results will be shown and discussed
briefly. Lastly, in Chapter 5, the contribution, results, future work and
limitations will be discussed followed by a short summary of this
thesis.
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2
T H E O RY

This project focuses on using robots to help people with dementia.
Therefore, the first section describes dementia and different causes
of it, as well as possible ways to treat it. The following section de-
scribes the hardware investigated, such as possible robots that could
be used for the project. Section 2.3 describes the software and libraries
used in the project. The various techniques and algorithms that were
researched are described in Section 2.4. After this research about mo-
tivational models and interaction with the robots are described in
Section 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. Lastly, previous and related works
and robots are described in Section 2.7.

2.1 dementia

By understanding the history, symptoms and behaviours of the tar-
get group, the treatment can specialized for the disease and further
adapted to the patients’ needs.

Dementia is a cognitive impairment syndrome which affects multi-
ple domains [4]. It generally impairs the affected’s memory and may
significantly decrease the quality of everyday function. According to
the criteras in DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders, to be diagnosed with dementia, memory and one additional
area of cognitive function should be affected.

Examples of such impairments include:

• Aphasia: Difficulty understanding and formulating language
[5].

• Apraxia: Problem performing learned, skilled movements [6].

• Agnosia: Recognition impairment (visual or auditory) [7].

• Executive Dysfunction: Difficulty controlling functions such as
planning, working memory, impulse control, mental flexibility
and initiation and monitoring of actions [8].

About 35.7 million people were estimated to be affected by demen-
tia world wide in 2010 [9]. In Sweden, at least 160.000 suffer from the
disease, which is estimated to increase to 270.000 in year 2030.

There are various types of dementia. The most common dementia
in people older than 65 years is Alzheimer’s disease [4]. Other com-
mon causes for dementia are vascular dementia, Lewy body dementia
and frontotemporal dementia.

7
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8 theory

2.1.1 Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s disease is most commonly a memory disorder. To be di-
agnosed, some other cognitive domain needs to be affected, such as
executive or visuospatial function. A person diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease may also have difficulties with orientation to time and place,
and their language skills may be impaired as well as their problem-
solving skills [10].

2.1.2 Vascular Dementia

Vascular dementia involves cognitive impairment following a stroke
[4]. The disease can lead to mood changes and gait impairment. It ac-
counts for approximately 10 percent of the dementia diagnoses, mak-
ing it the second most common dementia cause [11].

2.1.3 Lewy Body Dementia

The presence of parkinsonism, neuroleptic sensitivity and fluctua-
tions in consciousness are symptoms of Lewy Body dementia [4]. Ad-
ditionally, disproportionate visuospatial dysfunction and rapid eye
movement behaviour disorder are features that suggest Lewy Body
dementia.

2.1.4 Frontotemporal Dementia

There are two main types of frontotemporal dementia; they present
either as language impairment or a behavioral impairment. The lan-
guage variant typically has a young onset, affecting the patient’s abil-
ity to speak normally or understanding the meaning of words. The
behavioural variant involves symptoms such as disinhibition - prob-
lems with impulsivity and risk assessment - apathy or inertia, exec-
utive dysfunction, perservation - the repetition of a word or gesture
redundantly - or compulsions. Other signs are loss of sympathy or
empathy as well as hyperorality, which means a tendency to explore
objects by putting them in your mouth.

2.1.5 Treatments

To care for a person who has been diagnosed with dementia, there
are different strategies depending on the stage of the disease. In the
beginning, when the symptoms of the patient are mild, the treatment
goals are to maintain the function of the patient by e.g. treating co-
morbidities such as vascular risk factors or depression, by optimizing
the nutrition and by exercising. Life style changes for people in risk
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2.2 hardware 9

groups also include exercise, specifically daily aerobic exercise such
as going to the gym or jogging.

A robot could help facilitate these changes in an easier way than a
human trainer. Constant availability and companionship is valuable
and as mentioned in the introduction a robot is potentionally cheaper
than a human.

2.2 hardware

To develop a robot system that can help people with dementia exer-
cise, different robots and the Kinect were investigated.

2.2.1 Robots

To help people with dementia, robots could be used as motivational
support and as trainers. In this section, different robots that could be
used for the project are investigated.

2.2.1.1 Baxter

Baxter is a collaborative robot developed by the company Rethink
Robotics in 2012 [12]. The robot is approximately 94 cm, weighs 75

kg and costs approximately 43 000 e[13]. Its arms are 104 cm, each
with 7 degrees of freedom. The Baxter the project group has access to
is placed on a indoor robot platform called Ridgeback [14]. Together,
their height is approximately 2 meters.

Safety was important when designing Baxter, since it was built to
be used in industries, next to humans, without caging. This has been
dealt with by limitations on the power and force of the robot, as well
as minimizing contact force using elastic actuators on all of its joints.
Additionally, each joint has leveraging titanium flexures, which al-
lows the robot to use the right amount of force for the task. Around
its head, there is an array of sonar sensors, which help Baxter detect
human movement [15].

The robot has embedded cameras, which can be used to perform
complex vision tasks [12]. There are two end effectors available for
the arms, an electric parallel gripper and a vacuum cup gripper [13].
The face consists of a screen that can express emotions, which aims
to help the humans around it understand what it is doing and what
it plans on doing next [15].

2.2.1.2 Nao

Nao is a 58 cm tall humanoid robot designed by SoftBank Robotics
[16]. It has seven touch sensors on its head, hands and feet, sonars and
an inertial unit for localization and perception of the environment.
Four directional microphones are integrated with access to speech
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10 theory

recognition, as well as speakers, which makes human interaction pos-
sible. Additionally, it has two cameras which can be used for object
recognition. Its body has two arms and two legs, and has in total 25

degrees of freedom. The price of Nao is approximately 11 500e.

2.2.1.3 Turtlebot

The Turtlebot is a personal robot kit that runs on open-source soft-
ware [17]. There are a variety of different versions of the robot, with
different specifications and prices. A Turtlebot 2 costs around 649e

without any addons.

2.2.2 Kinect

A Kinect is a device released by Microsoft in 2010. The original use-
case was as a game controller for the Xbox, but the Kinect can also be
used as a standalone device for skeleton tracking. The Kinect achieves
this using a normal camera along with a depth sensor. This hardware
allows the Kinect to track the human skeleton in a fast and efficient
way.

2.3 software

In order to make robots perform the wanted tasks, they need to be
programmed or taught what to do in certain situations. This section
describes various techniques and libraries that can be used to solve
the problem.

2.3.1 ROS - Robot Operating System

Robot Operating System (ROS) [18] is a framework with focus on
robotics. It contains many libraries and tools in order to simplify the
task of creating a complex robot behaviour. ROS is currently used to
send commands to the Baxter robot and to receive information such
as camera images and speech recognition data from it.

2.3.2 OpenPose

The position and pose of a person can be detected using the library
OpenPose [19]. It works in real-time on single frames, with several
persons and can estimate keypoints such as body, face, hands and
feet. This library enables the user to find the pose and movement of
a person in a video, which makes it possible to understand what the
person is doing.

Pose detection is done by using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) [20]. The use of CNNs is de-
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2.4 techniques 11

scribed [21], where the authors incorporate CNNs into a pose ma-
chine framework. The authors show that the prediction and image
feature computation modules in a pose machine can be replaced by a
CNN architecture. The authors then state that this way will allow for
image and contextual representations to be learned directly from the
image data.

2.3.3 TensorFlow

The open source software library TensorFlow was originally devel-
oped within Google’s AI organization for high performance numeri-
cal computation [22]. It has a flexible architecture that makes it pos-
sible to deploy computation on several different platforms such as
desktops, server-clusters and mobile devices. TensorFlow has a strong
support for machine learning such as deep learning.

2.3.4 Dlib

Dlib is an open source toolkit developed in C++ [23] [24]. It is cross-
platform and a general purpose library with a collection of indepen-
dent software components. The library includes a wide variety of
tools, such as components used for dealing with image processing,
data mining and statistical machine learning. Even though Dlib pri-
marily is a C++ library, it can be used with Python as well.

2.4 techniques

In order to create a system that can recognize a human’s movements,
speech and perform exercises, the fields of computer vision, machine
learning, inverse kinematics and speech recognition were investigated.

2.4.1 Computer Vision

Computer vision means using images as input and extracting infor-
mation to, for example, making decisions [25]. This section describes
computer vision techniques investigated for building the system.

2.4.1.1 Gestures and Expressions

One robot system using cameras to recognize gestures is described
in [26]. The paper describes a few state of the art techniques used for
computer vision.

In order to recognize gestures, the paper discusses first the term
gesture. The authors describe it as "a symbol used in order to command,
instruct or converse what is expressed through hand postures or hand move-
ments". Image based systems or data gloves are the preferred sensors
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12 theory

to use for this kind of task. There are two types of gestures to con-
sider; static or dynamic ones. A static gesture in this case, would be
for example a hand doing a certain pose, such as the victory sign or
a thumb’s up. The dynamic gesture is a movement of the hand, for
example waving. To classify a static gesture, preprocessed camera im-
ages may be used to find tensors of patterns for gestures, to compare
to transformed images of the gestures. Continuously, to describe a
gesture, one can use parameters of the current feature distribution,
by using contour models for hand tracking.

The authors briefly mention facial expressions as a bidirectional
channel of information. The autonomous humanoid robot Kismet
[27], is developed to handle this by research in natural human com-
munication.

2.4.1.2 Hand Tracking

To perform hand tracking, the most basic feature used is skin color
[26]. This is because, in order to recognize a gesture, the system first
needs to localize the hand. The image can then be binarized, so that
only the interesting information is kept. If there are several parts of
the image that matches the skin color, one can heuristically select
the correct one. For example, if a face is found when only hands are
wanted, the system can disqualify the face since most often the head
will be located over the hands. If there are two hands in the image,
they will be separated into different local images.

The morphology techniques of opening and closing, can be used on
the image to remove noise. Finally, contours of the remaining image
are extracted.

When the system has the contours of the hand, it can start trying
to decide what kind of gesture is performed. Hand gestures can vary
depending on the hand’s rotation, translation and scale. To solve this,
one can normalize the contours with respect to its size and position,
and use a Fourier description of the silhouette.

2.4.1.3 Camera Calibration

In computer vision in 3D, camera calibration is a required step to
understand the relationship between the image and the real world
[28] [29].

A 2D point in an image is denoted the following way:

m =
[
u, v
]T (1)

and its augmented vector is found by adding a one at the end of
the vector like this:

m̃ =
[
u, v, 1

]T (2)
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2.4 techniques 13

A 3D point is similarly denoted:

M =
[
X, Y,Z

]T (3)

and by adding a 1 as the last element like this:

M̃ =
[
X, Y,Z, 1

]T (4)

the 3D point’s augmented vector is found.
The relationship between a point in the 3D space and the projection

in an image when using the pinhole camera model is:

sm̃ = A
[
R t
]
M̃ (5)

where s is (R,t), which is an arbitrary scale factor. This is called
the extrinsic parameters, and are the rotation and translations that
matches the camera system to the world coordinates. A is the intrinsic
matrix:

A =

[ α γ u0

0 β v0

0 0 1

]
(6)

where (u0, v0) are the coordinates of the principal point (where the
optical axis intercept the image plane, usually image center), α and β
are the scaling factors for u and v axes and γ describes the two image
axes’ skewness.

The extrinsic parameters, (R,t) are used to describe either how a
camera moves in a static scene or the way an object moves when
having a static camera.

2.4.2 Machine Learning

There are various ways of solving problems using computers. The
classic way is using algorithms that perform a series of instructions
giving some output from an input [30]. In machine learning, there is
no predefined algorithm for solving the problem. For example, when
sorting spam emails using machine learning, we know both the in-
put data, emails, and that the output should be in a form indicating
whether it is spam or not, but we do not know how to transform the
input to output. The definition of spam could vary between users and
over time. This is solved using example data, e.g. a set of both spam
and non spam emails, which the computer can use to learn what is
considered a spam email and not. This way, the machine can create
the algorithm and adapt to the data on its own.
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There are a few different sub categories in machine learning. When
doing supervised learning in machine learning, the system is using
previous examples to learn [31]. Supervised learning can be divided
into two types: classification and regression. Classification means giv-
ing the output variable a category or group, such as an email being
labeled spam. Regression on the other hand, is used when the output
is a real value, for example a person’s height.

In unsupervised learning, the system needs to find interesting pat-
terns without having any previous output labels to learn from. Un-
supervised learning can be split into the sub categories association
and clustering. Association means making the system find rules that
can describe the data, for example that a taller person has bigger feet.
Clustering is used to find inherent groups in data.

2.4.2.1 Neural Networks

One way of doing machine learning is by using neural networks. In
the book Neural Networks and Learning Machines by Simon Haykin [32],
a neural network is defined as follows:

“A neural network is a massively parallel distributed pro-
cessor made up of simple processing units that has a nat-
ural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and
making it available for use. It resembles the brain in two
respects:

1. Knowledge is acquired by the network from its envi-
ronment through a learning process.

2. Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic
weights, are used to store the acquired knowledge.”

The traditional neural network is also called the multilayered per-
ceptron (MLP) [33]. A common way of depicting a MLP can be seen
in Figure 5:
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Figure 5: Illustration of a multilayer perceptron.

In image processing, the MLP has several drawbacks. Since it uses
one perceptron per input, which in images corresponds to a pixel, the
amount of weights become harder to handle the bigger the image is.
Therefore, it can be difficult to train the network and the system may
overfit the problem. Spatial information in an image can be lost using
MLPs and additionally, MLPs are not translation invariant, meaning
that a shifted version of an image is treated as a new image.

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is another example of a
neural network. It uses three architectural concepts called local recep-
tive fields, shared weights and spatial and temporal sub-sampling, to en-
sure some invariance to shift, scale and distortion [34]. It works by
using filters with the convolution operation that identifies patterns
[33]. CNNs therefore work well with classifying images, but do not
work as well on videos [35]. In Figure 6 an illustration of how the
CNN works is shown.

Figure 6: Illustration of a convolutional neural network.

A neural network that may work better with dynamic data such
as videos is the recurrent neural network (RNN). In Figure 7 an il-
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lustration of the idea of the RNN is shown. As can be seen in the
illustration, the network is similar to the MLP, but the difference is
that the output information is fed back to the system.

Figure 7: Illustration of a recurrent neural network.

RNNs are efficient models for sequential data [36]. A standard
RNN works the following way: given an input x = (x1, ..., xT ), the
hidden vector sequence h = (h1, ...,hT ) and the output sequence
y = (y1, ...,yT) are calculated by iterating the following equations
(from t = 1 to T):

ht = H(Wxhxt +Whhht−1 + bh) (7)

yt =Whyht + by (8)

The weight matrices are denoted by W, the bias vectors by b and the
function for the hidden layers by H.

The RNNs can be further improved by combining it with the Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture. This technique uses memory-
cells for information storing, which makes it better in situations with
long range context. In Figure 8, an illustration of how LSTM works is
shown. One version of LSTM can be described with implementing H
using this composite function:

it = σ(Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wcict−1 + bi) (9)

ft = σ(Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +Wcfct−1 + bi) (10)
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ct = ftct−1 + ittanh(Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc) (11)

σt = σ(Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct + bo) (12)

ht = σttanh(ct) (13)

Here, σ stands for the logistic sigmoid function, whereas i is input
gate, f is forget gate, o is output gate and c is cell activation vectors. They
are all of the same size as the hidden vector h.

Figure 8: Illustration of how LSTM works.

Conventional RNNs have the drawback of only being able to use
context from the past. Bidirectional Recurrent Networks (BRNN) is a
version of RNNs that can handle data in both directions by feeding
two hidden layers forwards to the same output layer [37].

2.4.2.2 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) have been used in pattern recogni-
tion for areas such as handwritten digit recognition, object recogni-
tion and face detection in images [38].

It is a supervised learning method [39] that creates a mapping func-
tion between the input and output, given a set of training data with
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labels. The generated mapping function can either work as a classifier
or a regression function.

They work by finding a hyperplane that distinctly classifies data
points in a N-dimensional space, where N defines the number of fea-
tures [40]. In a set of data points, there may be several hyperplanes
that can separate the classes. The task is to find the plane with the
largest distance between the classes’ data points.

An SVM uses support vectors to decide the position and orienta-
tion of the hyperplane, as well as to maximize the margin. A support
vector is the data points from the classes that sets how big the margin
is. In figure 9 two possible hyperplanes are shown that can separate
the two classes A and B. The thin lines show a hyperplane with a
small margin, and the thicker lines defines a large margin. The sup-
port vectors of the hyperplane with a large margin are marked in the
image.

Figure 9: Illustration of classification of the classes A and B with SVM.

When using the SVM, new samples are mapped to the same space
and classified depending on which side of the hyperplane they are.

While SVMs usually are biniary classifiers, they can be adopted to
perform multi-class classification [41]. The two most commonly used
methods are One-vs-One and One-vs-All. In One-vs-All the N class
dataset is divided into N two-class cases. This means all points would
be classified by comparing one class to all the other classes. In One-
vs-One on the other hand, a machine is constructed for each pair of
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classes, so a point is classified by each machine voting on one class
and the class with the most votes win.

2.4.3 Inverse Kinematics

Inverse Kinematics is the process of determining the joint parameters
that give a desired position for a robot’s end effector. Since there are
often many solutions to a single end effector position a heuristic ap-
proach can be used to determine an approximate solution. In short
Inverse Kinematics takes a position and translates it into joint param-
eters. The opposite of this is called Forward Kinematics, which takes
the joint parameters and computes a position for the end effector.
These processes are used with robots to position their limbs where
you want them.

2.5 motivational models

In order to motivate the patients to do the exercises, there are some
behavioral techniques to consider.

2.5.1 Perception of Cost and Benefits

For a person to follow a health recommendation the person must
believe that there is a risk to obtain a serious negative health outcome
[42] [43]. The person needs to simultaneously trust that the benefits
of doing the protective action outweighs the cost of the behaviour.
Additionally, the person needs to believe that he or she can actually
perform the action.

The quality of the performance is determined by the intention of
the person to do the task [44]. This is affected by both their own atti-
tude as well as the people around the attitude of the people around
them.

2.5.2 Flow Theory

When performing a task, having a feeling of "flow" can increase the
quality of one’s performance [45]. There are a few ways of reaching
this state.

2.5.2.1 Doing a skilled task that matches ability

By focusing psychic energy to a task that requires skill from the per-
son, while still matching their abilities, a sense of "flow" can be found.
This means that to increase performance, tasks should require invest-
ment in attention and they should not be able to be done without
skill, but should not be too difficult.
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2.5.2.2 Merging of action and awareness

When people become very involved in what they do the task may
feel automatic which makes people less aware of themselves being
separate from the activity. In this state, the activity can then feel spon-
taneous which optimizes the performance.

2.5.2.3 Having a clear goal and receiving feedback

In order for a person to enjoy doing an activity, he or she needs to be
able to set goals and how to recognize and measure feedback. This
means having a sense of what the intention of the task is, which works
as criterion for the feedback. Feedback is important because of its
symbolic value of reaching a goal.

2.5.2.4 Making it possible to only concentrate on the task

A person experiences flow if he or she is able to forget the negative
aspects of life while doing an activity. To achieve this, the activity
needs to involve the person enough that their concentration can only
be focused on a select range of information.

2.5.2.5 Giving the person a sense of control

People enjoy having a feeling of exercising control in a difficult situ-
ation. However, the feeling of control must be balanced; if a person
becomes dependent on being able to control the activity, the possi-
bility to choose what enters the consciousness is lost which instead
gives a feeling of losing control.

2.5.2.6 The Loss of Self-Consciousness

The concept of self and the information that represent ourselves are
lost when in a flow experience. The feeling of forgetting who we are
for a short time is enjoyable and increases the performance of the
task.

2.5.3 Behavioral Economics

An alternative approach is based on behavioral economics, where the
presentation and timing of decisions are designed to encourage peo-
ple to make good choices [46]. There are three main techniques to
apply; the default option strategy, the planning strategy and finally
the asymmetric choice strategy.

The default option strategy means for the subjects to simply choose
the default option or "taking the path of least resistance". In human
computer interaction (HCI), this could be used by making the better
choices more convenient and easy to use.
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People tend to make better decisions when they need to plan ahead
according to the planning strategy. Using this strategy in HCI could
mean to design the system after the times the user should make cer-
tain decisions.

The asymmetric strategy implies that it is easier for people to make
good choices if it can be compared and found superior to other op-
tions. The strategy can be used in HCI by making the other option
obviously worse or less attractive than what you want the person to
choose.

2.5.4 Fogg Behavior Model

Fogg’s behavioral model says that the human behavior consists of
three factors: motivation, ability and triggers [47]. This means that to
make a person do a certain action they need to be motivated, need to
have the ability to perform the task and there need to be some type
of trigger for the person to start the task.

2.6 interacting

For the robot to be able to interact with humans using sound, the
areas of speech recognition and synthesis were investigated.

2.6.1 Speech Recognition

Speech is an inherently dynamic process [36], which makes speech
recognition a difficult problem for computers. An open source imple-
mentation of speech recognition and transcription is PocketSphinx
[48]. PocketSphinx is a light-weight implementation, designed espe-
cially for mobile devices, of a speech recognition engine from Carnegie
Mellon University.

PocketSphinx uses Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient features for
speech recognition.

2.6.2 Speech Synthesis

Transforming text to speech can be done using Festival [49] from Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. Festival offers text to speech in English, both UK
and American, and Spanish, with English being the most advanced.
There is a ROS (see section 2.3.1) node called sound_play available for
use with Festival, making this a very good choice. The node allows
for text to be used as input and then plays the sound back through
the connected speakers.
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2.7 related work

This section discusses previous work related to this project.

2.7.1 A socially assistive robot exercise coach for the elderly

The paper [50] discusses using a robot to play an exercise game. There
are four games available, workout game, sequence game, imitation
game and memory game. In the workout game the robot fills the role
of a traditional instructor, giving the human instructions, feedback
and praise. In the sequence game the robot shows the user two ges-
tures and the user then repeats. In the imitation game the roles are
reversed and the user is the trainer and tells the robot what to do. Fi-
nally, in the memory game the robot shows the user longer sequences
of gestures and the user is to repeat them.

To achieve this the paper describes using a simple arm pose recog-
nition system consisting of four steps.

• Create a segmented image from camera, this requires a black
static background.

• Detect a users face using OpenCV’s frontal face detector.

• Determine hand locations by finding the extrema points in the
segmented image giving the hand locations in x,y terms.

• Estimate elbow position and calculate arm angles using the re-
sulting 2d-vectors.

The authors state that the system is limited to a planar space.

2.7.2 Robots in therapy for dementia patients

Paper [51] uses the Nao robot for treating dementia patients. Four
kinds of therapy sessions were designed for the robot; storytelling,
music therapy, physiotherapy and logic-language therapy. In the phys-
iotherapy sessions, the intention is for the patients for repeat the phys-
ical exercises performed by the robot.

There doesn’t seem to be any indication of the robot giving feed-
back in this system.

2.7.3 Related Robots

There are some other robots currently in use with people affected by
dementia, these robots include:

• Paro [52] - A Japanese robot designed to look like a baby seal
robot. Its main use is to keep people company, like a pet.
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• Giraff [53] - A Swedish conference robot. Its main use is to
let people from a home care organization visit people’s homes
without going there physically.

• Mario [54] - A robot project funded by the EU. Its main use is
to tackle the problem of loneliness and isolation in relation to
dementia.

None of these robots provide any exercising capabilities and focus
more on keeping the patient company.
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3
M E T H O D

In this section the methodological framework of the research and
work for the thesis is described. The experiments of the project are
also presented here, along with discussions about testing methodolo-
gies.

3.1 working methodology

This project uses a simplified version of the agile methodology frame-
work Scrum. Scrum is based on the idea of empirical process control
[55]. That means that knowledge stems from experience and that de-
cisions should be based on knowledge. The methodology uses an
approach that is incremental and iterative in order to optimize the
predictability of the project as well as handling potential risks. When
implementing empirical process control there are three main points to
consider: transparency, inspection and adaptation. Transparency indi-
cates that the most important parts of the project have to be accessible
and visible to those who they affect. In order to discover deviations
in the project, the users of Scrum should inspect the work regularly.
Finally, the process needs to adapt to the situation whenever parts of
the project deviate too much. The adaptation should be done as soon
as possible to minimize the damage. There are four formal moments
in Scrum for inspection and adaptation:

• Sprint Planning

• Daily Meeting

• Sprint Inspection

• Sprint Review

The purpose of having these moments is to establish consistency in
the project as well as minimizing the need of additional meetings
for the team. A sprint is a time limited part of the project where a
set of tasks should be finished. Sprint planning therefore consists of
organizing the upcoming sprint and planning the tasks for it. A sprint
has planned meetings, sprint inspections and a sprint review. When
a sprint has ended, a new one directly starts.

There are three possible positions in a Scrum team. There is the
product owner, the development team and the Scrum master. The
product owner’s role is to maximize the outcome of the project and
the product. This person is responsible for the product backlog, which

25
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is where the tasks for the project is gathered. The development team’s
responsibility is to execute the tasks of the backlog on time every
sprint. Preferably the team should consist of at least three persons
and less than nine. Finally, the Scrum master has the responsibility of
making sure that the Scrum methodology is carried out correctly.

3.1.1 Our Approach to Scrum

In this project, the Scrum methodology has been slightly condensed
to match the project. The project group consists of only two people,
which is less than the recommended amount in a Scrum team. The
assigned posts can be seen in Table 1.

Product Owner Hanna

Development Team Hanna & Jacob

Scrum Master Jacob

Table 1: The positions in the Scrum team.

The backlog of the project is kept at a site called Trello 1. It is a site
where a project can organize and assign its tasks [56]. A snapshot
of the project group’s Trello page can be seen in Figure 10. In the
image, a general To Do list can be seen. In it, the group lists long-
term goals, such as when the mandatory reports and presentations.
The sprints are also defined. When a task is finished, it is put in the
right-most list called Completed. There is also a list called Need Help,
where members can put the tasks that they have been assigned but
have trouble with. This way, the project group always has an updated
version of the backlog and can work individually towards the same
goal.

Figure 10: Snapshot of the project group’s Trello page.

1 www.trello.com
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The project group does not have daily meetings, but twice a week
on Mondays and Wednesdays. At these meetings, the group is asked
the following pre-defined questions from the Scrum process:

• What did I do yesterday for the project?

• What are my plans for the project today?

• Do I have any problems that may affect the work?

This way, the team can stay updated on progress and the plans for
the coming days, as well as identify problems and try to solve them
together.

3.2 proposed solutions to dementia problems

In this section, the proposed solutions to the selected problems with
dementia are described.

3.2.1 Memory

In this project, the memory problems are divided into:

• Forgetting number of repetitions.

• Forgetting was the exercise looks like.

• Forgetting which exercise they should do.

The proposed solution to handling these problems are shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Proposed solutions to memory problems people with dementia
may have.

3.2.2 Attention

When a person lose focus on their task, they may look away, start
doing something else or even fall asleep. In Figure 12, the proposed
solutions to these problems are illustrated.
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Figure 12: Proposed solutions to attention problems people with dementia
may have.

3.2.3 Motivation

The person working out may not always be motivated to do so. The
proposed solution to handling situations when the person becomes
agitated, passive or is doing the exercise poorly is shown in Figure 13
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Figure 13: Proposed solutions to motivational problems people with demen-
tia may have.

3.3 motivational models

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are some ways to moti-
vate a person to a certain behavior. People with dementia may have
trouble following an exercise due to lack of focus or motivation. In
this section, the implementation of the researched motivational mod-
els in the different systems are described.

3.3.1 Perception of Cost and Benefits

The strategy using perception of cost and benefits is applied in all
three systems by reminding the patients that it is important to ex-
ercise regularly. In the beginning of the exercise session in all three
systems, the robot tells the user "It is important to exercise regularly".
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3.3.2 Flow Theory: Match task to ability and having involving tasks

In the Flow theory, it says that the exercises should be matched to
the patients and their abilities and needs. At the same time, in order
to keep the attention of the patient, the exercises need to be engag-
ing. Therefore the exercises chosen for all three systems are the same
simple, but commonly used arm exercises. The exercises can be done
seated, since the patients may have trouble standing up for long peri-
ods of time due to e.g. exhaustion or bad balance.

3.3.3 Flow Theory: Concentrate only on one task

The work out sessions with the robot will have as few disturbing ele-
ments as possible, to simplify for the user to stay focused. Therefore,
there is no music during the exercises that can distract the user.

3.3.4 Flow Theory: Sense of control

The blue system (imitating) gives the user a sense of control since the
robot follows their movements.

3.3.5 Behavioral Economics: Default Option

The default option strategy, means that the users will choose the de-
fault option due to simplicity. Therefore, during workout the robot
will assume that unless the patient does something to change the sit-
uation, the exercise will continue.

3.3.6 Behavioral Economics: Asymmetric Strategy

To help the patient to stay motivated, the asymmetric strategy is used
in all three systems. This is done simply by making the alternative to
not exercising less interesting; e.g. just sitting in a chair.

3.3.7 Fogg Behavior Model

To incorporate the Fogg model in this project, the patients are in-
formed about the importance of exercise in order to motivate the be-
havior. As mentioned before, the exercises are adapted to the ability
of the patients. In order to trigger the behavior, the system initiates
the exercise for the patients. This is done in all three systems.
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3.4 systems

Using the knowledge about motivational models and Flow Theory
three systems were developed to test what level of feedback the users
preferred, and how much is needed to make it engaging. The systems
were named No Feedback, Turn-based and Imitating. The systems were
given the color red, green and blue, respectively, as a label to more
easily distinguish them. The systems are further explained in the fol-
lowing sections. The systems, their color label and their differences
are shown in Table 2:

Name of System No Feedback Turn-based Imitating

Label RED GREEN BLUE

Shows Exercise X X X

Counts Repetitions Out Loud X X

Gives Feedback on Exercise X X

Handles Interruptions X X

Imitates X

Table 2: The three systems and their specifications.

3.4.1 No Feedback System: RED

The no-feedback system does not give feedback to the user during
the exercise. It starts by showing the way the exercise looks like, and
then tells the user to do that exercise. The system counts the number
of repetitions for each exercise, but does not count out loud or show
the number on the screen. This means that the user needs to keep
track of the number of repetitions. The system does not tell the user
if an exercise was made incorrectly. This systems exists to provide a
counterpart to having feedback.

3.4.2 Turn-based System: GREEN

The turn-based system gives feedback to the user in several different
ways; after it has shown the user what the exercise looks like, it counts
the exercises out loud and shows the number of repetitions done on
the screen. It also checks the quality of the exercises, and informs the
user if the exercise was done too high or too low. If the user stops
doing the exercise for a certain amount of time, the system will say
"Hey! Are you still there?" to try to catch the user’s attention again.
After a completed session, the system will tell the user that they did
good and play an audio file with applause to increase the positive
feeling.
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3.4.3 Imitating System: BLUE

The imitating system works the same way as the turn-based system,
but gives the user an additional layer of feedback by imitating the
user’s movements. If the user raises their left arm, the robot’s right
arm (the opposite arm to mirror the user) will follow and do the same
motion.

3.5 interacting

To interact smoothly with the user the robots face changes depending
on the situation and voice lines were recorded to give a more natural
feel than speech synthesis.

3.5.1 Faces

Below is a list of all the faces used in the systems and a short descrip-
tion of when they are used.
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Description Face Situation Comment

Happy face Standard
face

Used most of
the time to make
the robot look
friendly. Exercise
repetitions su-
perimposed on
top.

Love face User com-
pletes an
exercise

Face with hearts
as eyes to show
the user they did
good.

Surprised face User is dis-
tracted

Robot looks
surprised when
it discovers
the user is not
progressing.

Bitter face User is dis-
tracted

Robot looks bitter
when asking the
user where they
are.

Table 3: Different faces for the robot used in the systems.

3.5.2 Recordings

Below is a list of all the recorded sounds and voice lines for the sys-
tems, a short description of when they are used and a comment.
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Recording Situation Comment

"Hi" Greeting

"It is important to exer-
cise regularly"

Beginning of session Motivation

"Now the exercising be-
gins"

Beginning of session

"This exercise is named
’name’"

Introducing a new exer-
cise

"It looks like this" Showing a new exer-
cise

"Do like me" Showing a new exer-
cise

*strenuous sound* After showing new ex-
ercise

"That’s how it’s done" After showing new ex-
ercise

"Do the exercise five
times"

Before user starts exer-
cising

"Now I will mimic you" Before user starts exer-
cising

Only used in one sys-
tem (blue)

"Now it’s your turn" Before user starts exer-
cising

"Good job, but you can
do it higher"

User does the exercise
incorrectly

Not moving the arms
high enough

"Not that high" User does the exercise
incorrectly

Moving the arms too
high up

"Good job" User is done with cur-
rent exercise

Also re-used at the very
end after user is done
with program

"Now you are done" User is done with pro-
gram

*Applause sound* User is done with pro-
gram

An applause sound to
celebrate that the user
completed the entire
program

"Hello?!" User is distracted Used to get users atten-
tion again

"Where did you go?!" User is distracted

"You have to straighten
up!"

User’s posture is bad

Table 4: Sound recordings used in the systems.
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3.6 approaches

The main experiment will be to let participants try out the three dif-
ferent systems and gather data on which one is the preferred one,
and why. These three systems will be described at the end of the
Approaches section, right before the Results section.

Before that the different, smaller systems that make up the bigger
ones will be described.

3.6.1 Joint Extraction from Video

After trying to use OpenPose for pose estimation it was deemed too
slow. Instead a Tensorflow model was found [57]; the model is built
for phones. After re-interpreting it for use on a computer it was found
to have significantly better performance than aforementioned Open-
Pose.

However, the Tensorflow solution was still too slow and a Kinect
was brought out. The Kinect allows for faster tracking due to special-
ized hardware and optimizations having been made. This tracking
method was be used for teleoperating the Baxter robot.

3.6.2 Teleoperation of the Baxter Robot

First Inverse Kinematics was the proposed method for teleoperation.
After testing this however, it was discovered to be too slow and too
inaccurate. A new method based on calculating the angles between
the joints and sending those to the Kinect was used instead.

The reason for implementing teleoperation is that the Baxter robot
can then follow along in the exercises, giving the patient/trainee a
sense of what the system is seeing as well as a visual feedback for
how the patient/trainee is doing.
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3.6.2.1 Inverse Kinematics for Teleoperation

Figure 14: Baxter from the front. Baxter design from [1]

Figure 15: Baxter from the top. Baxter design from [1]

To start off, the Baxter and the Kinect have different coordinate sys-
tems. The Baxter’s coordinate system is laid out in Figures 14 and
15 above. The X-axis represents forward and backwards, the Y-axis
represents left and right and the Z-axis up and down. The Kinect on
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the other hand uses a different coordinate system, the transformation
between these two systems looks like the following:

Kinectx = −Baxtery

Kinecty = Baxterz

Kinectz = Baxterx

(14)

With an inversion of the Kinectz range to account for Baxter’s point
of origin being different to the Kinect’s.

3.6.2.2 Kinect Movement Boundary Scaling

To translate coordinates from the Kinect space to the Baxter robot’s
space a linear transformation was used. For this transformation to
work properly boundary points have to be defined. To make these
points invariable to the Kinect lens, position, orientation and the dis-
tance from the person, a decision was made to calculate these bound-
ary points during runtime. Coefficients for the relation between the
distance of hip → shoulder and shoulder → hand was found through
experimentation and used to calculate the boundary points for a per-
son’s arm movements. These points are recalculated when the person
moves around in the Kinect space to ensure that they are always cor-
rect.

3.6.2.3 Baxter Inverse Kinematics Solver

After getting and translating the coordinates from the Kinect, the Bax-
ter robot’s arms need to be moved into correct positions and orienta-
tions. This is done by calculating the angles for each joint from know-
ing the position of the robots end effector. This process is known as
Inverse Kinematics and the Baxter robot ships with a simple inverse
kinematics solver (iksolver) [58].

The iksolver was set up to not require the orientation of the robots
end effector by specifying that the end effector should always end
up perpendicular to an imaginary plane in front of Baxter and along
Baxters Y-Z-axes. While not perfect, it works fine for the application.
There is one iksolver running for each of Baxters arms to process the
input from the Kinect in parallel.

3.6.2.4 Calculating Joint Angles for Teleoperation

The following algorithm was inspired by papers that did something
similar. However, the proposed algorithms in those papers were un-
able to be understood. As a result an original algorithm was created
using the inspiration from the other papers.

Using the 3D-coordinates given from the Kinect, the angles be-
tween the human’s joints can be calculated and after some tweaking,
sent to Baxter. The Baxter robot’s motors use a value in radians to
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turn to the proper position so all that needs to be done is to convert
degrees to radians and send a command to the robot’s joints.

To get the roll, pitch and yaw of the arm to send to the Baxter robot
the following calculations where made using a model of the human
arm and shoulder.

Figure 16: Model of human shoulder and arm with angles as arrows.

The points in Figure 16 are as follows, black text for joints, blue text
for the angles:

• S_2: Right shoulder joint

• S: Left shoulder joint

• T: Center of torso

• E: Left Elbow joint

• H: Left hand

• Hip: Left hip joint

First the normal vector for the torso-plane was calculated as:

~Tn = ~TS2 × ~TS (15)

Following this the downwards vector, normal vectors for left shoul-
der and elbow were calculated.

~down = ~Tn × ~S2S

~Sn = ~down× ~ES

~En = ~HE× ~SE

(16)

After this the vectors were normalized as:

~̂X =
~X

| ~X |
(17)
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Finally the relevant angles were calculated using the dot products
relation to cosine.

S0 = − arccos( ~Tn · ~Sn)
S1 = arccos( ~down · ~ES)
E0 = − arccos( ~Tn · ~En)
E1 = π− arccos( ~HE · ~SE)

(18)

Relevant corrections were added based on how accurate the Kinect
was and the process was repeated for the right side of the body. The
resulting angles were then sent to the corresponding motors in the
Baxter robot.

The 3-dimensional nature of the two teleoperating-systems described
is a improvement upon previous planar teleoperating-systems.

3.6.3 Tracking of Exercise Repetitions

The way exercise tracking works is by defining some area relative to
the user’s body and tracking arm movements within this area. Based
on the path the arm takes it is possible to infer whether or not the
exercise was done correctly, and therefore counts as one repetition, or
if it was done incorrectly and needs correction.

This is done by calculating the length of the arms’ path in the spec-
ified area and the angle between each vector that makes up the path
using the formulas below.

length =

n−1∑
k=1

√
(p(k)x − p(k+ 1)x)2 + (p(k)y − p(k+ 1)y)2

θ = arccos(
~p(k)p(k+ 1) · ~p(k+ 1)p(k+ 2)

| ~p(k)p(k+ 1) || ~p(k+ 1)p(k+ 2) |
)

(19)

Here n is the amount of points the path is made up of, p is the list of
those points and k is the index.

The path length and the angles are then checked to be within the
specified limits, if they are, the exercise is deemed to have been done
correctly and is then counted as a repetition. Depending on what was
not within the limits the robot can then give feedback to the user on
how to do it correctly.

3.6.4 Head Pose Estimation

The head pose estimation system works by using the skeleton that
was found using the Kinect to locate the person’s head. The coordi-
nates of the head is used to obtain a slice of the image to be used for
finding a face. This makes the image that should be used to search
for a person’s face much smaller than the original input, making the
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process faster. The contrast of the image is enhanced using contrast
limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE), which makes the
features of the face more visible. The resulting image is used to find
the shape of the face using a dlib function that searches for faces in
images. If a face is found, a rectangle is returned marking the position
of the face.

The shape of the face is used to find landmarks on the face. The
landmarks are found using a trained shape prediction model [59]
to detect 68 important landmarks in faces. The model was trained
using the iBUG 300-W face landmark data set 2 which consists of a
wide variety of faces with different identity, expressions, illumination
conditions, poses, occlusion and face sizes [60].

The landmark points can be seen in Figure 17. The landmarks are
annotated from 1 - 68, so it is possible to find the points that mark
e.g. the left eye.

Figure 17: The 68 facial landmarks [59]
.

By taking the shape of the head, which is these 68 points, and
solving the Perspective-n-Point problem using the function solvePnP
from the OpenCV library 3 the rotation and translation vectors were
calculated. The function needed image points, object points, the cam-
era matrix and the distance coefficients.

The image points were chosen among the 68 points generated from
the shape prediction function. To simplify the estimation of the 3D
points, 14 points were chosen to represent the face. These 14 points
can be seen in Table 5.

2 See https://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/resources/facial-point-annotations/
3 See: https://opencv.org/
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Number Description

18 Left-most point of left eyebrow

22 Right-most point of left eyebrow

23 Left-most point of right eyebrow

27 Right-most point of right eyebrow

37 Left-most point of left eye

40 Right-most point of left eye

43 Left-most point of right eye

46 Right-most point of right eye

32 Left-most point of nose

36 Right-most point of nose

49 Left-most point of mouth

55 Right-most point of mouth

58 Lowest point of mouth

9 Chin, lowest point of face

Table 5: The 14 points selected from the 68 face landmarks.

The function need the 3D points that correspond to the 2D points.
These points should ideally come from a 3D model of the person
in the image, but could in practice also be estimated in an arbitrary
reference frame. A matrix defining these estimated 3D points were
created using the coordinates in Table 6 and are illustrated in 2D in
Figure 18.
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Number X Y Z

18 3.5 3.5 2.25

22 0.75 3.5 3.5

23 -0.75 3.5 3.5

27 -3.5 3.5 2.25

37 2.5 2.75 1.75

40 1 2.75 2.25

43 -1 2.75 2.25

46 -2.5 2.75 1.75

32 0.75 0.75 3

36 -0.75 0.75 3

49 1.5 -1 2.5

55 -1.5 -1 2.5

58 0 -1.5 3

9 0 -3 2

Table 6: The 3D point coordinates for the given landmarks.

Figure 18: The 14 chosen points (shown in 2D) The green points mark the
eyebrows, the blue points mark the eyes, the orange points mark
the nose, the red points mark the mouth and the purple point
marks the chin.
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The width and height of the input frame were used to calculate the
camera matrix. The width was used as focal length and the center
point of the image was calculated using the equations 20 and 21.

centerx = width/2 (20)

centery = height/2 (21)

These values were then used when defining the camera matrix in
the following way:

camera_matrix =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
focal_length 0 center_x

0 focal_length center_y

0 0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (22)

The found rotation vector was transformed into a rotation matrix
using OpenCV’s function Rodrigues and was concatenated with the
translation vector to create a pose matrix. OpenCV’s function decom-
poseProjectionMatrix was then used to calculate the yaw, roll and
pitch of the head. If the values of the angles exceed a threshold, the
pose of the head is in a direction away from the camera and robot.
To stabilize the prediction of the pose, the estimation of the pose was
decided to have to be the same for a number of frames.

The values for yaw and pitch were used to determine in which
direction the person was looking (left/right, up/down), and the roll
value if the person’s head was tilted. In Figure 19, an illustration that
show roll, pitch and yaw can be seen.
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Figure 19: Roll, pitch and yaw and their axes.

3.6.5 Eyes

The eyes were also used to determine the attention of the person. By
using the aspect ratio of the eyes, it is possible to determine whether
the person’s eyes are open or not [61]. The eye aspect ratio (EAR) is
defined in equation 23.

EAR =
|p2 − p6|+ |p3 − p5|

2|p1 − p4|
(23)

The points pn are defined in Table 7. The left eye landmarks that
the points correspond to can be seen in Figure 20.
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Point Description Left Eye Right Eye

p1 middle, left point 37 43

p2 upper, left point 38 44

p3 upper, right point 39 45

p4 middle, right point 40 46

p5 lower, left point 42 48

p6 lower, right point 41 47

Table 7: The landmark points that were used for calculating eye state.

Figure 20: Landmarks from left eye.

An average on the two eyes’ aspect ratios was calculated and com-
pared to a threshold to determine if the person’s eyes were closed or
not. To ensure a stable estimation of the eyes state, the eyes needed
to have the same state for a number of frames to be considered to be
that state. This was done to eliminate noise as well as blinking.

3.6.6 Checking for Interruptions

There are some interruptions that can occur in a training session with
a patient with dementia. For example, the patient may lose focus on
the task or there may be an emergency. The system needs to be able
to recognize these situations and have a plan on how to act on them.

3.6.6.1 Attention

Since patients with dementia can have trouble focusing on a given
task, the system will need to check if the user is paying attention
or not. In this project, the attention of the user is determined by the
following:

• Head Pose

• State of eyes (opened or closed)
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• Passivity

Head Pose
The attention of the person is estimated partly using the pose of

their head. If the person has angled their head in a way that indicates
that they are looking away from the robot, the system will try to
regain their attention.

The head pose is also used to estimate the posture of the person.
If the head is tilted, the head pose estimation system recognizes this.
The robot will then tell the person to straighten up.

State of eyes (opened or closed)
To check the state of the eyes, the system first checks the angle

of the head to eliminate false positives. If the face was tilted up or
down, the landmarks on the eyes were very close even though the
eye was open. Therefore, the system only checks the openness of the
eyes if the yaw angle is within a threshold. If the eye aspect ratio from
the earlier mentioned eye algorithm in section 3.6.5 returned a value
below a set threshold for more than 20 consecutive frames, the eyes
were considered closed.

Passivity
If the system does not receive any new information about the user’s

exercise repetitions or progress the user is assumed to not be doing
anything. Should this be the case the robot will wave its arm and
ask where the user went in a playful way. This happens at regular
intervals until the user starts interacting with the robot again. When
the user starts following along with the exercise program again the
system will stop trying to get the user’s attention and revert back to
the normal program.

3.6.6.2 Emergency

There are a wide range of possible interruptions or emergencies that
may occur with a person with dementia. In this project, the focus
is on recognizing if the patient leaves and on recognizing different
emotions in order to detect agitation.

User Leaves the Robot
Should the user leave, the robot this is seen as the user being pas-

sive to the system. Same sequence as described above under Passivity
will be executed until the user interacts with the system again.

Emotions
The face of the person can be used to estimate their emotions. The

Emotion Image Dataset [62] was used to train a model to recognize a
person’s emotions. It contains images of people showing the follow-
ing eight expressions:
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Neutral 0

Anger 1

Contempt 2

Disgust 3

Fear 4

Happy 5

Sadness 6

Surprise 7

Table 8: The emotions represented in the data set, and their corresponding
number.

There are 123 participants in the data set, but not all show all emo-
tions. All images have a corresponding file with a number describing
what type of emotion they are showing. In Figure 21, an example im-
age from the data set is shown. The corresponding file to this image
has the number 1, indicating that the emotion shown in the image is
anger.

Figure 21: Example image from the data set. Emotion: Anger

In Table 9, the number of images for the different expressions can
be seen.
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Expression Number of images

Neutral 310

Anger 90

Contempt 36

Disgust 116

Fear 50

Happy 138

Sadness 56

Surprise 166

Table 9: Number of images for each expression.

The data set was split into training and prediction sets. The training
set consisted of 80 % of the data, and the prediction set the remain-
ing 20 %. The images were set to a gray scale and a contrast-limited
adaptive histogram equalization filter (CLAHE) was then applied to
amplify the facial expressions in the image. The same face shape pre-
diction model 4 that was used in head pose estimation was used to
locate the landmarks of each face.

A support vector machine classifier was trained on this training
data set and saved to file to be accessed during run-time. The classifier
is based on the implementation from LIBSVM which supports multi-
class classification using a one-vs-one strategy.

When using the trained model on the test data, the SVM classifier
got an accuracy of 100 %.

For all input images the model is then used to predict the emotion
and give a probability of the prediction. The prediction is stabilized
by having at least four consecutive frames in a row and a probability
of at least 40 % for the function to return an emotion prediction.

If the prediction is that the person is angry, the robot asks the user
to relax.

3.7 evaluation methodologies

The methodologies planned for testing the results of the project are
described in the section. The three systems for interacting with the
robot will be tested using a user study.

3.7.1 Evaluation Points

• Teleoperating the robot feels reasonably natural.

4 See: http : //dlib.net/files/shape_predictor_68face_landmarks.dat.bz2
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• Repetition counting (the number of detected repetitions divided
by ground truth from video).

• Interruption detection (if interruption is happening, how well is
it detected).

• Which of the three system is preferred

• Typical impressions will be extracted from interviews with the
participants with a grounded theory approach [63].

Lastly, timing will examine how long it takes for the robot to rec-
ognize that someone has done an exercise or that an interruption has
occurred.

3.7.2 Evaluation of Teleoperation

For testing that the teleoperation performance is satisfactory it was
made sure that Baxter’s arms move outwards from the robot body
when the human moves his or her arms outwards, and inwards when
the opposite happens. In short, so that the coordinate transformation
was done correctly and that the teleoperation feels reasonably natu-
ral.

3.7.2.1 Repetition Counting

The test subject performed the following action for the specified exer-
cises in order to evaluate the accuracy of the repetition counting. The
test were done twenty times for each exercise.

• Action: Move the arms in the specified way 1 time

• Goal: The system recognizes that the person has performed the
exercise 1 time.

The repetition counting accuracy will be calculated the following
way:

accuracy =
Exerciserecognized

ExerciseActual
(24)

3.7.2.2 Interruption Detection

To test interruption detection, the participants of the test were asked
to perform the tasks in the list ten times. The evaluation is based
on how well the system manages to recognize the various situations
compared to the actual times the action was performed.

• Facing Camera
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– Action: The test subject is facing the camera.

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person is facing the
camera.

• Looking to the right

– Action: The test subject’s head is angled to the right for
more than 10 seconds (to make sure the person is not just
quickly looking at something).

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person is looking to
the right.

• Looking to the left

– Action: The test subject’s head is angled to the left for more
than 10 seconds (to make sure the person is not just quickly
looking at something).

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person is looking to
the left.

• Passivity

– Action: The test subject stops following the exercise pro-
gram.

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person is not follow-
ing along anymore.

• Closed eyes

– Action: The test subject close their eyes for more than 5

seconds (to make sure the person is not just blinking).

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person has closed
eyes.

• Emotions

– Action: The test subject makes each expression five times.

– Goal: The system recognizes that the person is doing the
expression.

The interruption detection accuracy will be calculated the follow-
ing way:

accuracy =
Interruptionrecognized

InterruptionActual
(25)
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3.7.3 Evaluation of the Three Systems

To evaluate the three systems, an experiment was conducted with
11 persons of varying age and gender. Each participant read some in-
structions, then interacted with the three different systems for around
twenty minutes, performing three different exercises, five times for
each exercise. These sessions were recorded and the recordings were
used as ground truth for evaluating certain parts of the system, e.g
repetition counting and teleoperation accuracy. Participants also wrote
down their overall impressions of the system, either in survey form
or as a short text.

Analysis of the collected data were used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the system, and identify impressions from the participants,
i.e is the system good, terrible or something else.

3.7.4 The Three Systems

To reiterate what the features of each system the test subjects will
interact with here is a summary of them:

• System RED: No feedback

– No repetition counting

– No feedback for how well the exercise was performed

– No mimicking

– Shows test subject how to perform the exercise

• System GREEN: Feedback, no imitation

– Counts repetitions

– Gives feedback if the test subject does the exercise wrong

– No mimicking

– Shows test subject how to perform the exercise

• System BLUE: Feedback, imitating

– Counts repetitions

– Gives feedback if the test subject does the exercise wrong

– Imitates the test subject doing the exercise

– Shows test subject how to perform the exercise

3.7.4.1 Typical Impressions

A survey was used to evaluate the impressions that the test subject
had on a test exercise session. The following questions was be asked,
with a possibility to give a value as answer between 1 and 5:
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• The robot helped me keep track of the number of repetitions I
had done.

• The robot helped me to do the exercise correctly.

• The robot could handle interruptions.

• The robot made the exercise session engaging.

• I liked interacting with the robot.

There was also a possibility to add comments on the questions and
on improvement for the system in text. Lastly, the test subjects were
asked to choose one system that they preferred.

The answers from the survey were used to estimate how well the
system would work in a real situation with humans, and discussed
in a section of future work.

3.8 hypothesis

The hypothesis is that the feedback and repetition counting by the
robot will be seen as a valuable addition and be appreciated by the
test subjects. In turn, the red system, which does not count the repeti-
tions or give any feedback, is expected to perform worse in the tests
and not be as liked by the participants. The imitating feature of the
blue systems is expected to help users keep track of what they are
doing and make the robot feel more engaging.
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R E S U LT

The results of the experiments of the project are presented in this
section. The first section describes the results from a test on various
skeleton tracking algorithms, followed by a section with the results
of an experiment on exercise repetition counting. The results from
speech recognition tests and attention tests are shown next. Lastly,
the results from the user study are presented.

4.1 skeleton tracking

To get the Baxter robot to follow along with the trainee some kind of
skeleton tracking was needed. Speed was the main factor in picking
an algorithm as the system needs to be responsive. Below are the
results from comparing OpenPose, Tensorflow and Kinect.

Data x Tracking Method OpenPose Tensorflow Kinect

Frame 1 17.0 seconds 0.416 seconds 0.031 seconds

Frame 2 16.7 seconds 0.405 seconds 0.133 seconds

Frame 3 16.9 seconds 0.416 seconds 0.031 seconds

Frame 4 17.36 seconds 0.463 seconds 0.036 seconds

Frame 5 17.35 seconds 0.516 seconds 0.030 seconds

Average 17.1 seconds 0.44 seconds 0.05 seconds

Frames per second 0.06 fps 2.25 fps 20 fps

Table 10: Table showing time per processed frame, averages and frames per
second for the skeleton tracking methods.

The above table 10 shows the processing time per frame for the
skeleton tracking methods which were considered and tested. As can
be seen the OpenPose method is the slowest at 0.06 frames per second
(fps), followed by Tensorflow at 2.25 fps, with the Kinect being far
faster than previous ones at 20 fps. The Kinect is about 300 times
faster than OpenPose and about 9 times faster than Tensorflow. This
making the Kinect a good choice as more frames per second means
more data can be processed in less time.

55
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4.2 exercise repetition counting

Exercise repetition counting is needed for giving oral feedback to the
trainee based on performance. For the preliminary tests there were 3

test subjects, each doing an exercise 20 times at varying speeds.

Data x Subject Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Algorithm Repetitions 14 20 19

Accuracy 70% 100% 95%

Total 88%

Table 11: Table showing the exercise repetition counting for each test subject.

Table 11 shows the algorithms count and the accuracy for each test
subject, as well as the total average accuracy of the algorithm. As can
be seen the average accuracy is 88 % with a minimum of 70 % for
subject 1 and a maximum of 100 % for subject 2. For the test each
subject stood 2.2 meters away from the Kinect when they were doing
the exercise and the exercise in question was the shoulder press.

An average accuracy of 88 % seems good enough for a lot of cases.
This accuracy coupled with feedback on how to perform the exer-
cise better if the repetition was not counted should be good for most.
However, only counting the repetitions on its own with this kind of
accuracy is not preferable.

4.3 speech recognition

This section presents the results from testing the speech recognition.
For these tests there were 3 test subjects, each saying 5 words, 5 times
per word, first with the robot’s motors off and then with the motors
on. Speech recognition is using CMU Pocketsphinx [48].

The five words that the test subjects said were:

1. Start

2. Stop

3. Help

4. Hurts

5. Emergency

4.3.1 Motors Off

In Table 12 the results from testing the speech recognition with the
motors off is shown.
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Data x Word Start Stop Help Hurts Emergency Total

Subject 1 3 3 1 3 5 15

Subject 2 5 4 4 5 5 23

Subject 3 5 2 4 4 4 19

Total Count 13 9 9 12 14 57

Accuracy 86.6 % 60 % 60 % 80 % 93.3 % 76 %

Table 12: Table showing the count and accuracy for each said word with the
motors off.

The data in Table 12 refers to number of times the speech recogni-
tion system accurately recognized the said word. As can be seen the
words stop and help have the lowest accuracy out of all the words said
at 60 percent. This is possibly due to them being very short words.
The word emergency has the highest accuracy at 93.3 percent with an
overall accuracy of 76 percent.

4.3.2 Motors On

When the motors are turned on they generate a lot of noise. Therefore
it was instrumental to test the speech recognition with them both off
and on.

Data x Word Start Stop Help Hurts Emergency Total

Subject 1 2 1 2 3 5 13

Subject 2 5 1 5 4 5 20

Subject 3 5 0 4 4 3 16

Total Count 12 2 11 11 13 49

Accuracy 80 % 13.3% 73.3 % 73.3 % 86.6 % 65.3 %

Table 13: Table showing the count and accuracy for each said word with the
motors off.

In Table 13 the number of times the speech recognition accurately
recognized a word while the motors were turned on can be seen. As
seen the overall accuracy went down by 10.7 percent and the accuracy
for the word stop dropped all the way to 13.3 percent. Oddly enough
the accuracy for the word help actually went up by 13.3 percent by
turning the motors on, this in contrast to the accuracy for all the
other words, which went down by roughly 7 percent each.

Looking at the data there isn’t a significant difference between mo-
tors on and motors off. There is also not a very high over all accuracy
for any of them. This makes it seem like the difference in accuracy
might have been a random possibility due to overcompensation on
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the test subjects part or random noise. All in all, speech recognition
needs a better solution to be useful.

4.4 attention

In order to test the system’s ability to estimate the attention of the
person, tests were made on the subsystems of attention; head pose
and whether their eyes were opened or closed.

4.4.1 Head Pose

The head pose estimation system was tested by having two test sub-
jects sitting in front of the camera moving the head in different ways.
In the following table, the results from the head pose test is shown.

Direction Recognized Actual Percentage

Subject 1 Left 7 10 70 %

Right 8 10 80 %

Forward 10 10 100 %

Subject 2 Left 10 10 100 %

Right 10 10 100 %

Forward 15 15 100 %

Total Left 85 %

Right 90 %

Forward 100 %

Table 14: The results of testing the head pose system.

4.4.2 Eyes Closed

The accuracy of the system that checks whether the person’s eyes
are closed or not was tested by having two test subjects closing and
opening their eyes in front of the camera. In Table 15, the results and
accuracy of the system is shown:

Seen Actual Percentage

Subject 1 5 5 100 %

Subject 2 5 5 100 %

Total 10 10 100 %

Table 15: Table showing the accuracy for closed eyes.
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4.4.3 Interruptions

To test the accuracy of the interruption system, the different sub sys-
tems were tested.

4.4.4 Emotions

The accuracy of the emotion recognition was tested by doing the emo-
tions five times and a neutral expression ten time, and then noting
how many times the system estimated the correct emotion. Table 16

shows the results from the emotion classification.

Emotion Seen Actual Percentage

Neutral 10 10 100 %

Anger 5 5 100 %

Contempt 0 5 0 %

Disgust 5 5 100 %

Fear 3 5 60 %

Happy 5 5 100%

Sadness 1 5 20%

Surprise 1 5 20 %

Total 30 45 67 %

Table 16: Table showing the accuracy of emotion classification.

The results show that the system easily could recognize the neutral
expression, anger, disgust and happiness, which had a 100 % accu-
racy. The system had a bit more trouble recognizing fear at 60 %, but
even more difficult was sadness and surprise which only had a 20

% accuracy. Contempt was by far the hardest to recognize, and the
system didn’t correctly estimate this expression at any time.

4.4.5 Passivity and leaving

When the test subject was passive, i.e. not doing anything, or left the
robot the robot waited for a while and then asked where the person
went. The robot also waved to get the test subject’s attention. This
worked as intended during the user study, with no false calls.

This means that there is a reliable way to see if the user looks away
from the robot during the training session, falls asleep or otherwise
loses attention.
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4.5 results from user study

In order to understand what type of system the users would prefer,
the three systems were tested. After interacting with each system,
the participant filled out a short survey. An experiment was done
on 11 persons of varying age, gender and background. There were 6

men and 5 women, none of the participants had dementia. See the
following table for an overview of the age range of the test subjects.

Age Number

20 - 30 4

30 - 40 2

40 - 50 0

50 - 60 1

60 - 70 2

70 - 80 1

80 - 90 1

To reiterate there were three systems in total:

• Red: no feedback or repetition counting

• Green: feedback and counting, no imitation

• Blue: feedback and counting, imitates the user

Below is the compiled survey results for all three systems.

Figure 22: Results from all the systems. RED: No Feedback. GREEN: Turn-
based. BLUE: Imitation.
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The diagram in Figure 22 shows that the blue system (imitating)
had the highest average on all questions but the first: "The robot
helped me keep track of the number of repetitions I had done". The
second best system according to this diagram is the green (turn-based),
and the worst was the red (no-feedback).

In Figure 23, the answers from the question "Which system did you
prefer?" is shown.

Figure 23: The most preferred system shown in percentages.

In Figure 23, the results differ somewhat from what was found
in Figure 22. When answering what system they preferred, a ma-
jority (59 %) chose the green (turn-based) system. Only about 32 %
answered that they preferred the blue system (imitating). The red
system (no-feedback), was the least liked, with only about 9 % (one
person) choosing it.

The preferred system in the different age ranges can be seen in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24: The preferred system in comparison to age range.

As can be seen in Figure 24, the blue (imitating) system was only
preferred in the ages 20-40. The green (turn-based) system is pre-
ferred in both younger and older age ranges.

The written comments from participants taking the survey can be
found in appendix A.

4.5.1 Statistical Analysis of User Study

This section will focus only on question 1 of the survey, as that is
where the most difference was shown by the survey. The question
was: "The robot helped me keep track of the repetitions I had done". The
question was answered on a scale of 1-5, with a higher value being
better.

One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using SPSS
with N = 11 and at 0.05 level of significance. These are the relevant
results from the analysis.

System Mean Std. Deviation

Red (No feedback) 2.63 1.50

Green (Feedback, no mimicking) 4.81 0.40

Blue (Feedback, mimicking) 4.72 0.90

Table 17: Descriptive statistics for question 1 of the survey.

Table 17 shows that the mean of answers is a lot higher for the two
systems with feedback, suggesting that feedback helped the partici-
pants keep track of the repetitions for a given exercise. The standard
deviation for those two systems is also a bit lower than for the one
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without any feedback (red), this suggests that most of the participants
overall gave a higher score to the systems with feedback.

Source
Type III Sum

of Squares
df Mean Square F Sig.

Partial Eta

Squared

system Sphericity Assumed 33,515 2 16,758 18,131 0 0,645

Greenhouse-Geisser 33,515 1,29 25,971 18,131 0,001 0,645

Huynh-Feldt 33,515 1,4 23,936 18,131 0 0,645

Lower-bound 33,515 1 33,515 18,131 0,002 0,645

Error(system) Sphericity Assumed 18,485 20 0,924

Greenhouse-Geisser 18,485 12,905 1,432

Huynh-Feldt 18,485 14,002 1,32

Lower-bound 18,485 10 1,848

Table 18: Tests of Within-Subject effects for question 1 from the survey.

Looking at the Greenhouse-Geisser values for this question in Table
18 there is a statistically significant difference for the mean values of
the answers (F(1.290, 12.905), p < 0.05) at 95 % significance.

(I) system (J) system Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.1
95% Confidence

Interval for Difference1

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Red Green -2.182* 0.464 0.002 -3.512 -0.851

Blue -2.091* 0.495 0.005 -3.510 -0.671

Green Red 2.182* 0.464 0.002 0.851 3.512

Blue 0.091 0.211 1.000 -0.515 0.697

Blue Red 2.091* 0.495 0.005 0.671 3.510

Green -0.091 0.211 1.000 -0.697 0.515

Table 19: Pairwise comparison between the systems for question 1. 1. Ad-
justed for multiple comparisons with: Bonferroni. *. Mean differ-
ence is significant at .05 level

Looking at Table 19 there is a significant difference in mean score
between the red system and the green/blue ones (p = 0.002 and p =
0.005). Between the green and the blue system there are no significant
differences observed (p = 1.00) and the mean difference is close to
zero when looking at the table. However, it’s important to remember
that these two systems (green and blue) are almost identical with the
exception of the blue system’s imitation.

The other questions from the survey showed no significant differ-
ences at 0.05 level. The interviews, however, showed some differences
in how the systems were perceived.

4.5.2 Additional Statistical Analysis

This section aims to explore the other questions from the survey.
ANOVA was again used at a 0.05 level of significance. Looking at
questions two to five from the survey they were as follows:

• 2. The robot helped me to do the exercises correctly.
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• 3. The robot could handle interruptions.

• 4. The robot made the exercise session engaging.

• 5. I liked interacting with the robot.

For question 2, The robot helped me to do the exercises correctly., there
was a statistically significant difference found in regards to partic-
ipants age and the perception of the systems helpfulness (F(2, 14)
= 5.057, p = 0.022) at 95% significance. Effects analysis showed that
younger participants felt like the green (p = 0.015) and blue (p = 0.002)
system provided more help than the red.

A significant difference relating to the gender and age of partici-
pants was found for question 3, The robot could handle interruptions..
Effects analysis showed that older male participants perceived the
blue system as better at handling interruptions than the blue and red
systems (F(2, 14) = 4.763, p = 0.026) at 95% significance.

For the fourth question, The robot made the exercise session engaging.,
a significant difference relating to age was observed (F(2, 14) = 4.096,
p = 0.040) at 95% significance. For this question the younger partici-
pants found the red system to be much less engaging than the green
(p = 0.015) and blue (p = 0.028) systems.

Regarding the last question, I liked interacting with the robot., no sta-
tistically significant difference was found. This question showed a
large variance in the answers, leading to no significant difference.

4.6 impressions from interviews

To get some more thoughts and comments from the participants,
short interviews were conducted after each experiment. In this sec-
tion the typical impressions of the test subjects will be discussed.

System Impressions (No. of participants)

Red (No feedback) Annoying (6), Relaxed (1)

Green (Feedback, no mimicking) Helpful (10), Attentive (8), Stressful (1)

Blue (Feedback, mimicking)
Helpful (10), Confusing (3), Delayed (2),

Fun when robot mimics (2), Stressful (1)

Table 20: Impressions from test subjects for each system (bold and italic
fonts show positive and negative impressions respectively).

As can be seen in Table 20 the red system without any kind of
feedback was mostly perceived as annoying. This was mentioned by
54 % of the participants, with one (1) older participant feeling that
the red system was relaxing because there was more time to think.

The green system (with feedback but no mimicking) however was
mentioned by almost all participants to be helpful due to the counting
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of repetitions and feedback on how to properly do the exercise. 90 %
of the participants made it known that they thought the green system
was helpful, and one (1) participant stated that it made them feel
stressful.

The imitating system (blue) was also perceived as helpful by 90 %
of the participants due to the feedback it gave. But when it comes
to the imitation feature, this was more often than not perceived as
confusing, as stated by three participants. The younger participants
expressed, to a larger extend, a liking for the imitation part of the blue
system, whereas the older participants said they found it confusing.

The more general impressions of the robot and its three systems
can be seen in the word cloud in Figure 25 below.

Figure 25: Word cloud of the general impressions for the robot and its three
systems.

The words "Fun", "Interesting", "Unnatural" and "Easy-to-use" are
the largest ones with "Fun" being mentioned the most, by six par-
ticipants. "Interesting", "Unnatural" and "Easy-to-use" were all men-
tioned four times each and "Scary" was mentioned two times. The age
difference mentioned above still stands and the younger people were
more likely to say that the robot was fun and interesting to interact
with while the older participants leaned more towards the unnatural
or scary impression.

In summary of the user study and interviews, there was a strong
preference for the systems with feedback. With the non-mimicking
(green) one being the overall most preferred. The mimicking (blue)
system was only preferred in the younger age group, with older peo-
ple feeling confused by. This suggests that it should not be used for
people with dementia and that the system with feedback, but without
mimicking, (green) would be a better choice.

Comparing this to the hypothesis 3.8 the part about feedback being
preferred is definitely correct. However, the mimicking did not have
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the desired effect of helping users keep track and making the robot
more engaging. At least not for the older demographic, which is the
target.
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D I S C U S S I O N

A system using a robot as an exercise coach for people with dementia
has been developed. This was done by investigating dementia and the
problems people with dementia may have. The main problems with
dementia that this project has focused on were:

• Memory

• Attention

• Motivation

To handle these difficulties, various motivational models have been
researched and used to develop a system that enhances the perfor-
mance of the exercise. The best type of system was researched by
testing three variations of the system:

• No Feedback - Red System

• Turn-based - Green System

• Imitating - Blue System

The systems works by using the robot to do an exercise program
with a patient. The robot introduces the workout session and demon-
strates the different exercises by moving its arms. It then tells the
user to do a number of repetitions. The system counts the number
of repetitions that the user has done by using computer vision, and
informs them when they have reached the requested number of rep-
etitions. This helps the user remember how many repetitions they
have made. In the turn-based (green) and imitating (blue) systems,
the number of repetitions are counted out loud while exercising, as
well as presented on the screen so that the user knows how many
they have done and how many they have left. The patient is moni-
tored, and in the turn-based (green) and imitating (blue) systems the
robot gives feedback on the exercises and motivate them if needed. In
the turn-based (green) and imitating (blue) system variations, the sys-
tem checks for interruptions such as loss of attention or emergencies.
Attention is evaluated by their head pose and by checking if their
eyes are open. If an interruption occurs, the systems adapts the ses-
sion to the situation, e.g. by asking the user to focus on the exercise.
An emergency is identified by recognizing an angry facial expression
of the persons face or if the person leaves. The system should then
react to the given situation, e.g. by asking the person to calm down
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and calling for the person, respectively. The motivation of a person
is also estimated by their facial expressions and if the person is sit-
ting straight. The imitating (blue) system additionally gives the user
feedback in their exercises by imitating their arm movements.

The systems were tested by 11 test subjects of varying ages. The
most preferred system was found to be the turn-based (green), with
59 % of the test subjects preferring it. On second place came the im-
itating (blue) system with 32 % and last the no-feedback (red) sys-
tem with 9 %. The reason to why the imitating (blue) system was
not the most preferred seems to be the delay between the person’s
movements and the robot’s, which confused the users. Many of the
test subjects stated that they would have chosen the imitating (blue)
system if this was not the case. Age difference also seem to matter,
the only users who preferred the imitating (blue) system were the
younger ones. They stated that the robot felt more alive and like it
gave them more company when it was moving all the time.

Looking at the survey results the two most preferred systems, green
and blue, were between 30% and 40% better than a neutral value in
the helpfulness, enjoyment and engagement aspects, but fell short
with the interruption handling. Here they were mostly the same as a
neutral value.

5.1 contribution

Our main contribution is the system architecture developed for a
robot exercise trainer specifically designed for people with demen-
tia and evidence that a system with feedback is more appreciated
than one without. An illustration can be seen in Figure 26. To achieve
this we have looked into what some specific problems are for people
affected by dementia and from those problems proposed a solution
and an implementation. The proposed solutions are based on human
science regarding flow theory and behavioral models to make the
exercising more fun and engaging.

Comparing our results to the work of others we find a similar solu-
tion in the paper [50]. The two key differences between their system
and ours is that they are using only planar motion and the robot does
not accompany the trainee through the exercises. The trainee is also
required to hold a remote to control the robot. Our system is more
autonomous and as such doesn’t need a remote.
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5.1.1 System Architecture

Figure 26: System architecture. The blue and green colors indicate which
system has these properties.

The architecture for our system can be seen in Figure 26. The three
main problems we identified with dementia can be seen in the red
ovals at the top; memory, focus and motivation. At the bottom our
proposed and tested solution can be seen in the yellow colored ovals.
The squares contain information about the different modules of the
systems as well as the actions the robot takes, like imitating the users
motions or waving to get the users attention. The color of the squares
represent which system has what features, no color means all three
systems do it. See 3.4 for a summary of the three systems.
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5.2 limitations

The main limitation of this project was that the system could not be
tested with people affected by dementia, as this was not something
we had the opportunity to do. We tried getting in touch with an old
people home but they didn’t return our calls. This would have been
interesting to do given that people not affected by dementia behave
differently than those affected by it.

The sample size for our experiments was N = 11, which is not
that many. The reason is that this project is supposed to be seen as
prototyping work. Looking at our results the test subjects show a
clear preference for a system with feedback. The comment about the
red system without any feedback, letting you think more for yourself
and as a result ending up less stressed, is interesting. This was com-
ing from an older person and, seeing as the target audience is older
people, a future study with a higher average age will be needed for
identifying additional problems with that age group.

For the Kinect we had to resort to using 3rd-party drivers which
contained known memory leaks. This meant that the entire system
could not run for very long, but it didn’t cause any major problems
during the user study. The company that used to make drivers for the
Kinect and Ubuntu seems to have been bought up, so that the drivers
and software made by this company has become unavailable.

5.3 future work

The most obvious thing to do in the future would be to test the sys-
tem with dementia-patients. By doing that, it would be possible to
compare how a patient with dementia reacts to the system compared
to our test subjects.

The possible enhancements of this system are many. The repertoire
of exercises can be increased or further adapted to the patients. Music
that the patients like can be used in the training sessions to make the
exercises more fun and involving. The robot can be used in similar
situations, but for other reasons than workout. The patients may want
a dance partner or someone that helps them do daily tasks.

Many of the test subjects asked why there was no system that con-
tinually did the exercise and let the user follow along. This is some-
thing that we thought about but didn’t implement because we didn’t
actually think about it before starting the experiments, but this should
definitely be tried in the future.

Some people also thought the robot looked scary or grotesque and
they felt like this took away a lot from the experience and that the
robots movement were not enough like a human’s. This caused them
to have trouble following along with the robots movements. In the
future using a robot that is more like a human when it comes to joint
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movement and physical appearance might be beneficial for people
who are not used to robots. In our case it was only older people who
commented on the robot’s appearance and the younger ones didn’t
say anything about it.

One interesting thing that can also be seen in the results is that
the imitating (blue) system was preferred in the younger age groups
but never in the older age groups. This might be a good reason to
have something like "user-profiles" or "age-profiles" to make the sys-
tem more approachable for all ages. The younger users said they felt
that the robot was too boring when it wasn’t imitating because there
wasn’t enough happening.

Better speech input in a future version would allow the user to
inform the robot if he or she forgets which exercise is the one you are
supposed to be doing. This would maybe be good for older people
who might forget what they are supposed to be doing. Another part
that could be improved is the skeleton tracking while sitting down
because the Kinect v1 loses track of the user as soon as the user sits
down. This might be really bad for older people since they might
not be able to stand up for very long and as such might not find the
current experience enjoyable.

The results of the exercise evaluation could be shown on the robot’s
screen to give the patients visual feedback on how well they are doing.
There are various ways on how to present the results apart from only
showing a percentage of how well they did the exercise: the screen
can possibly change color to match the result, there could be a bar
that fills up when the patient performs well, the face of the robot
could be used to indicate how good an exercise was made or words
could pop up on the screen with describing or motivating words.

Other emergency situations can be investigated to better determine
what the most probable possible emergencies are and what they look
like. This information can be used to further develop the system to be
able to recognize and adapt to these situations. Possible emergencies
when dealing with older people include falling, being aggressive and
sundowning (behavioral problems around sunset time of the day).
The situation with having a patient falling down is easily recognized
compared to the other two since the motion is so big. The possible be-
haviors of how an aggressive patient would act can also be researched.
This information can be used to call for help from a care taker. Fur-
thermore, in a situation where a patient forgets where they are, the
behavior may alter heavily between time, person, location and situa-
tion. If there is a common sign of confusion, this could be recognized
by the robot and the system can adapt to the situation.
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5.4 conclusion

To conclude this paper the original goals will be listed, compared to
what has been achieved and then discussed in the context of what
has been done. The original goals were:

• Design and implementing the Baxter Robot (further described
in section Theory) to use as a physical therapy instructor for
people with dementia.

• Classification to detect exercise vs non-exercise.

• Detection of repetitions for a given exercise.

• Detection of interruptions. (e.g person slowing down, stopping
or an emergency)

Out of these four points we feel that we have successfully com-
pleted three of them. Those three being to design and implement
the Baxter robot to use as a physical therapy instructor, detect and
count repetitions for a given exercise and detect interruptions (some
of them, atleast). Outside of these goals we also conducted an exper-
iment to show whether the robot giving feedback to the user is a
valuable part of the interaction or not, in conclusion, it is. As well as
whether or not the robot should mimic the user when he or she is
doing an exercise, and the answer is, maybe, seems to depend on the
age of the user.

The one goal that was not completed is the classification of exercise
vs non-exercise. However, the systems that incorporate feedback can
detect non-exercise in some way by assuming that if the user is not
present, the user is not exercising.

As a final note we hope that others can draw insight from our
experiment when designing exercise robots in the future.
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These are the comments the participants wrote on the survey. Pre-
sented in no particular order.

Age Preferred
System

Why?

30 - 40 BLUE
and
GREEN

If blue had been a bit quicker, maybe that would
have been best, it was a bit too slow. But maybe
that is a good thing for older people?

20 - 30 BLUE Fun to get feedback on the exercises. Nice that it
shows how you do as well as how to improve on
the exercises.

20 - 30 GREEN RED was difficult since you didn’t know if you
did anything wrong, or how many you had left.
BLUE was a bit slow and it didn’t help me very
much with the robot doing the same movement.
Maybe I would have preferred the BLUE is it was
a bit more accurate.

60 - 70 GREEN It was easiest to do the movements.

60 - 70 RED I could think for myself after having seen one time
what to do. The other ones were a bit stressful, to
hear the voice pushing you all the time.

20 - 30 GREEN Was not affected by Baxter’s movements as for
BLUE, it was a bit confusing since he was a bit
slower than me. Good with a counter.

30 - 40 BLUE It was the most fun when the robot was active in
all moments.

20 - 30 BLUE Felt more confirming on what you did and that
the robot is active all the time. It is best when the
robot says the number of repetitions you’ve done
out loud. More company when the robot was ac-
tive all the time.

50 - 60 GREEN A person with dementia forgets quickly the
shown instruction. Therefore, it is hard for the per-
son with dementia to precede the robot.

80 - 90 GREEN You had more time to follow the instruction.

Table 21: Comments from the test subjects when asked which system they
preferred.
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